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Abstract— In computer vision object tracking is an area that has been explored but still there remain scope 

for improvement and innovation. To design a robust visual tracker itself is a challenging task apart from 

which its role in forensics and videos surveillance is significant. In this paper we have implemented robust 

visual tracker using weighted spatio-temporal learning algorithm. Visual tracker itself is applicable to both 

image sequence and video; hence in our work we have used both frames generated from videos as image 

sequence and avi format files for video purposes. Both tracking is done separately. Dataset and videos chosen 

are from standard dataset and particularly having illumination challenges so that robust nature of algorithm 

is proven. Experimental results show that the tracking done using WSTC algorithm is better as compared to 

existing systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Visual tracking is a future of research in imaging due to its wide range of applications such as motion 

analysis, activity recognition, surveillance and human computer interaction. Visual tracking is one of the most 

active research topics due to its wide range of applications such as motion analysis, activity recognition, 

surveillance, and human computer interaction. The main challenge for robust visual tracking is to handle large 

appearance changes of the target object and the background over time due to occlusion, illumination changes, 

and pose variation. Tracking algorithms can be classified as either discriminative or generative methods, which 

makes trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency of an appearance model. The tracking problem is 

formulated by computing a confidence map, spatial context model and context prior model. Human visual 
system that exploits context to help resolving ambiguities in complex scenes efficiently and effectively is the 

first stage in algorithmic model to compute the spatio-temporal relationships between the object and its local 

contexts. To design robust visual tracker is a challenging problem, there are many factors such as illumination 

changes, appearance changes, rotation, partial or full occlusions which causes disturbance in accuracy.   Among 

existing trackers, correlation filter based tracker is a fast and robust method with provides resistance earlier 
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mentioned factors. Motivated by spatio-temporal context learning algorithm STC as it treats the whole region of 

the context equally, which weakens the effectiveness of the context information. We have proposed a novel 

weighted spatio-temporal context (WSTC) learning algorithm 

II. RELATED WORK 

Visual tracking is one of the most active research topics due to its wide range of applications such as motion 

analysis, activity recognition, surveillance, and human-computer interaction, to name a few [10]. In today’s real 
world appearances of the target and its surroundings change continuously this provides effective information to 

track the target robustly. However, enough attention has not been paid to the spatio-temporal appearance 

information as a result authors in [11] proposed robust spatio-temporal context model based tracker to complete 

the tracking task in unconstrained environments. This tracker is constructed with temporal and spatial 

appearance context models. The historical appearance of the target to prevent the tracker from drifting to the 

background in a long-term tracking is captured by temporal appearance context model. However spatial 

appearance context model integrates contributors to build a supporting field. The contributors are the patches 

with the same size of the target at the key-points automatically discovered around the target. The robustness of 

the tracker in complex environments is ensured by constructive supporting field that provides much more 

information than the appearance of the target itself. 

In [12], an Incremental Visual Tracker (IVT) is proposed, which adaptively updates its subspace-based 

appearance model with the sequential appearance variations. Fragment-based tracker [13] describes the target 
with multiple local patch histograms, which integrates the inner structure of the target and handles partial 

occlusion very well. Avidan [14] integrates the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier into the optical flow 

framework for car tracking. Grabner et al. propose an efficient supervised online boosting tracking method [15]. 

A semi-supervised version [16] is proposed, in which the labelled data in the first frame is used whereas 

subsequent training samples are left unlabeled. Bakenko et al. [17] use Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) to 

handle the unreliable labelled positive and negative data obtained online to mitigate the drift problem. In all 

these trackers, only the appearance of target is considered, but the relationships between target and its 

background are not fully exploited. To track the objects, the detection responses at different frames are linked 

together to form the object trajectories. Wu and Nevatia [19] define an affinity measure between detection 

responses based on cues from position, size, and color and use the Hungarian algorithm [20] to associate object 

hypotheses and detection responses. New object trajectories are initialized whenever the detection responses do 
not match with any existing trajectories for a certain number of frames; old trajectories are terminated when they 

are lost by the detector for a certain number of frames. Li et al. [21] and Okuma et al. [22] use particle filter 

methods to associate the detection responses of an unknown number of objects. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Designing a robust visual tracker is itself a challenging problem when that associated with illumination 

changes, appearance changes and also rotation, partial changes and much more. In this section we explained the 

proposed system workflow along with few related terms. 

A. Problem formulation 

The problem is implementation of robust visual tracker means such tracker that can be useful under extreme 
challenging conditions for computer vision; the tracker is applicable in video as well as image sequences. We 

implement proposed system using weighted spatio-temporal context learning algorithm. 

B. Proposed system workflow 

Step 1. Start  

Step 2. Select whether to load image sequence or load video 

Step 3. For image sequence 

a. Select the option load image sequence 

b. The tracking process start 
i. First initialize the boundary of object to be tracked 

ii. Set boundaries and build confidence map 

iii. Go for get context so to set boundaries and normalize with weighted map 

iv. Use spatio-temporal context model and build visualization 

v. Position rectangle and build colormap with ouput 

Step 4. For load video part 

a. Select option load video 

b. Choose video we consider only avi files. 

c. We use optical flow method for tracking 

i. Read a file and in its binary form 
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ii. Convert file into RGB format so video frames generated are used. 

iii. Build system object Blob analysis for gaps removal in neighbourhood 

iv. Next use Morphological erosion to thin out portions 

v. Write out how many object in given case cars are tracked down. 

Step 5. Select exit option to quit application 

Step 6. Continue with above steps for different videos to be tested. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The implementation of proposed work is done using MATLAB, for conducting experiments we had used the 

standard dataset available which comprises of videos and sequences that where having different illumination 

challenges, having variation in contrast, background and blurring, so that for tracking of object subject to 

different challenges. For illustrations we have taken two separate options in our simple GUI that is shown in 

figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Main GUI of proposed system 

 

For tracking we have suggest two options to load image sequence and second to load video, the different 

types of videos used sample is as shown in table 1. 
 

TABLE I 

DESCRIPITON ABOUT VIDEOS USED FOR TRACKING 

Sr. No. Video filename Bit rate Dimensions in pixels No. of frames generated for image sequence 

1 car_traffic.avi 238 kbps 160 x 120 120 

2. street.avi 240 kbps 320 x 240 390 

3. highway.avi 240 kbps 320 x 240 540 

 

For the tom_miker.avi video we have about 800 frames generated which are having illumination challenges 

out of these for tracking of  image sequence that his face figure 2(a) – (f)  shows sample image frame sequence 

used in tracking of object. 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Fig. 2 (a)-(f) Image Frame sequence for tracking having different type of illumination challenges. 

 
For tracking we implemented tracking of face in each of frame sequence mentioned, therefore the tracked object 

can be seen by red color rectangle, the results for each sequences are shown in figure 3 (a)-(f) respectively. 

         
(a)                                     (b)                                        (c) 
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       (d)                                             (e)                                           (f) 

Fig. 3 Results of tracking in image frame sequences for tim_miker.avi image sequence. 

 

Next part is about tracking in for video, after clicking on load video option, after background intermediate steps 

we have the generated result sequences as shown below in figure 4 for videos tabulated in table 1.  

 

 
(a) 

         
(b) 

            
(c) 

Fig. 4 Results of tracking in video using proposed method for (a) car_traffic.avi (b) highway.avi (c) street.avi 

    

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have implemented a robust visual tracker using weighted spatio-temporal context learning 

algorithm, in which we have illustrated by performing experiments on image frame sequences as well as video 

file of avi format. Algorithm considers the surrounding context discriminatively and generates a weighted map 

by evaluating the importance of different region. According to the consistency between the movement of the 

object and other regions, the surrounding context could be divided into three classes approximately. Since using 

learning and use of weighted map, the results from tracking are more accurate for different types of illumination 

changes.  Results obtained shows better performance than that of existing algorithms.  
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